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Please take several minutes to read the following content. Set up the chicken door before use by taking the following steps.

Press to begin setting up.

The electric quantity is 100% and the time shows 8:00. On this desktop, press for one second

and release it, then the door opens. Press for one second and release it, then the door closes.

1. Set the time between 00~23. The current time shows 08:00. Set the hour when 08 flickers. Press

to increase the value and press to switch the hour and minute.

2. Set door opening time between 00~12. The current door opening time shows 10:11. Set the hour when

10 flickers. Press to increase the value and press to switch the hour and minute.

3. Set the door opening lumen between 00~24. 0 indicates the smallest lumen and the weakest light. 24

indicate the maximum lumen and the strongest light. Press to increase the value.

4. Set door closing time between 12~23. The door closing time shows 19:00. Set the hour when 19

flickers. Press to increase the value and press to switch the hour and minute.

5. Set the door closing lumen between 0~24. 0 indicates the smallest lumen and the weakest light. 24

indicate the maximum lumen and the strongest light. Press to increase the value.
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6. Set the mixed mode of door opening and closing.

A: TIME-TIME indicates opening time-closing time. Press to enter Mode B.

B: TIME-LIGHT indicates opening time-turning off light. Press to enter Mode C.

C: LIGHT-TIME indicates turning on light-closing time. Press to enter Mode D.

D: LIGHT-LIGHT indicates turning on light-turning off light. Press to enter Mode A.

7. The current lumen shows 00~24: . The current light lumen is automatically sensed, and 17
represent the lumen value.

8. Set protection level 00~08~Off： . 03 indicates the resistance value when closing the door. 00
indicates minimum resistance, 08 indicates maximum resistance, off indicates closing function. When turning on
protection, the door will stop closing when it encounters resistance and return to open mode. Delay 20 seconds and
then close the door. Repeat three times.

9. Save the settings and return to the desktop: . Press to save the settings and return to the
desktop.
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Installation instructions

1 2

3 4

Warm notice: Please change batteries when the door is closed. (No battery with ex-factory).

The door opening height is suggested to be

11.8"(30.0cm) and width to be 10.2"(26.0cm).

Use a level bar to ensure that the door is
horizontal. Tighten four screws on the left
and right guide rails.

Remove the four fixed plastic screws on the
control panel side, gently slide forward and
remove the cover from the main body to install
four 1.5V AA batteries.

Install two screws 10cm above the controller

to prevent the door from tilting.


